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movie, games, eBooks, wallpaper,
ringtones. Video / MP3 music

downloads, online games, free music
and ringtones for mobile phone.

DOWNLOADS: 50.000+ QUESTIONS
FEEDBACK: 7+ MILLION.1. Field of

the Invention The present invention
relates to multi-functional nail access
device, and more particularly to the
one with multiple functions, such as
for a nail polish remover, a buffer, a

cure, or a surface conditioner. 2.
Description of the Related Art A

conventional nail care device in the
market usually includes a nail buffer
and a nail file. The nail buffer has a
cylindrical barrel at one end and a

cutter seat at the other end. The nail
buffer is also provided with a
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connector at an end opposite to the
cutter seat. A nail file has multiple

teeth spaced apart at a bottom. The
teeth are made of wood. The cutters
seat and the connector are used to

secure the nail buffer in place during
operation. The nail buffer and the
nail file are inseparable and will be

separated or replaced only by
replacing the entire nail care device.

Thus, it is desirable to provide an
improved multi-functional nail access
device to mitigate and/or obviate the

aforementioned problems.Q:
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download please send me a PM and
I'll be glad to help! EDIT: I deleted
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Help As 'Most Wanted' Man Gets
Away The Goa Police are appealing

for the help of the public in
identifying the fugitive who is being
described as a gangster and having

ties with alleged drug peddlers in the
region. The man, a little over

25-years old, is wanted for an Arms
Act violation, the police said in a

release on Friday. The police said he
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had links with drug peddlers and
would send text messages and
photographs to those looking to

purchase "illegal arms". The police
said he can be identified by his

distinctive look and mannerism. "We
would like to hear the public's help
and answer any questions we might
have about this investigation, " said
a police officer. The release said the
man was described as a gangster,

and claimed he had been seen at the
GTDC in Panjim, the city's general

hospital and in south Goa. According
to the release, which carries the

photograph of the suspect, he has
links with drug peddlers, who operate

from Raia, Goa's largest fishing
village, and often used to visit Goa
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for fishing purposes. The man was
reportedly involved in providing gun-
toting security for illegal transfers of
guns from the Konkan region. The
release said that a case has been

filed on the basis of the information
supplied by the public. The accused

will be produced before the Women's
Judicial Magistrate's Court in Panjim

on Sunday.More Topics Weather
Forecast Sheldon Baugh, B.S. '58

Sheldon Baugh, founder of South St.
Paul's eponymously named Sheldon-

Baugh-St. Paul Community Youth
Center. Baugh, who died of cancer in
2011, organized the center in 1973

to provide "family-style" housing and
help for troubled youth and their
parents. Sheldon Baugh, B.S. '58,
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